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How the Fund works

Collect money
(contributions)

Pay money out 
(benefits)

Invest money
(its assets)
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How do we get the sides to balance?

Employer contributions are the main tool 
we can control to meet the balance of cost

Benefits

Investment returns

Employee 

Contributions

Employer 

Contributions
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Why we do a valuation?

Calculate employer contribution rates

Compliance with legislation

Analyse actual experience vs assumptions

Review Funding Strategy Statement

Part of continual ‘health check’ on fund solvency

The triennial valuation is a key risk management exercise for the Fund
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What changes from valuation to valuation?

Current position Outlook for the future Funding strategy?

• Value of assets

• Membership details 

(accrued benefits, pensions 

paid out, deaths, new 

joiners etc)

• Inflation

• Investment returns

• Life expectancy

• Retirement ages, 

withdrawal rates, etc

• Prudence level

• Allowance for “unknowns”

• Generally try to keep 

strategy unchanged

Contributions are reviewed every 3 years to ensure funding strategies 

remain on track
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Outputs of the valuation

Benefits 

earned to 

date

Assets 

today

Future 
investment

returns

Future 

contributions

ManagersLiabilities Assets

Benefits 

earned in 

future

Funding level

Comparison of ‘assets today’ vs. 

‘benefits earned to date’

Balance sheet snapshot of Fund at 

valuation date

Contribution rates

To pay for both future benefits and any 

shortfall in relation to accrued benefits

Strike a balance between investment 

returns and contribution rates
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Valuation plan

Q1 2022 

Pre-valuation work:

- Planning 

- Asset allocation review 

Q2 2022

Review of assumptions

Funding Strategy review

Data cleansed and submitted to actuary

Q3 2022

Preliminary results & discussions with Officers 

and CommitteeQ4 2022

Employer results issued to employers

Employer Forum & consultation period

Q1 2023

Final valuation report signed off by 31 March 2023

1 April 2023

New employer contributions start to be paid



Financial outlook for 2022
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Remember what we are funding

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Year from 31 March 2019

Projected benefit payments from 2019 valuation

Some employers will be 

“fully-funded” (or better)

– but this refers to

past service only Past service
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Remember what we are funding

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Year from 31 March 2019

Projected benefit payments from 2019 valuation

Past service

New entrants

Future service

Some employers will be 

“fully-funded” (or better)

– but this refers to

past service only

Past service is only a small part of the long term objective
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Investment returns

Cash

Index Linked Gilts

Fixed Interest Gilts

UK Equity

Overseas Equity

Property

Corporate Bonds
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31 March 2019

Annualised Median 20 year returns – 31 March 2019 vs. 31 December 2021

Past: Suffolk returns have been >25% since the 2019 valuation

Future: lower expected long-term returns increase the cost of benefits
Source: Hymans Robertson ESS model
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Concerns about inflation
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UK CPI inflation

Actual March 2020 forecast March 2021 forecast October 2021 forecast

Source: OBR Economic and fiscal outlook - October 2021

Increase in risk of upward pressure on inflation (benefit increases)
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Current outlook for 2022 valuation

Funding position + 

secondary contributions

Likely see an improvement in funding

position and lower secondary contributions...

Primary contributions

Assets

Liabilities Liabilities

Assets

…but primary rates don’t benefit from asset 

performance and may see upward pressure

Change 

from 2019

The net impact on contribution rates will vary by employer



Wider environment
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COVID-19: Immediate impact on mortality

Source: Club Vita analysis of data from Human Mortality Database, ONS and Public Health England

Excess deaths

Fewer deaths

Excess deaths expected to have relatively small impact (<1%) on liabilities
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Longer term impact on pension funding?
Life expectancy from age 65

Source: Club Vita (https://www.clubvita.co.uk/assets/images/general/clubvita_UK_scenariospaper_covid19_f2_01.pdf)

A consideration to take into account when setting assumptions at 2022

https://www.clubvita.co.uk/assets/images/general/clubvita_UK_scenariospaper_covid19_f2_01.pdf
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Climate change: impact on funding

Green revolution
Concerted policy action starting now

Delayed transition
Delayed reaction and stronger measures needed when it does happen

Head in the sand
No or little policy action for many years

Explore the impact of climate change on funding strategy at 2022
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LGPS after McCloud

Pre-2014 Final Salary Scheme

Eligibility cut off:

31/3/2012

!

Scheme closure:

31/3/2014

!

CARE scheme

New CARE Scheme
>10 

years 

to ret

<10 

years 

to ret

Later 

joiners

!

Underpin service cut off:

31/3/2022

Underpin: 

best of both

CARE schemeUnderpin: 

best of both

An estimate will be built directly into employer liabilities at the 2022 valuation



How can you help?
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How can you help now?

• Attend employer forums – for information on 

general outlook for 2022, hot topics and trends

• Read valuation communications from the Fund

Data timescales

Keeping informed

Engagement with the Fund

• Review the data you hold and ensure it is up to date

• Submit returns on time

• Promptly reply to any admin queries

• Speak to your usual contact at the Suffolk Pension 

Fund

• Ask questions – especially if this is your first valuation

• Communicate any changes in your circumstances 

(e.g. concerns arising from COVID-19)



This Powerpoint presentation contains confidential information belonging to Hymans Robertson LLP (HR). 

HR are the owner or the licensee of all intellectual property rights in the Powerpoint presentation. All such 

rights are reserved. The material and charts included herewith are provided as background information for 

illustration purposes only. This Powerpoint presentation is not a definitive analysis of the subjects covered 
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Thank you


